Tech fencers stop Trinity, 18-9; twelve bouts go to final point

MIT's fencers humbled a fine Trinity team Saturday, 12-9. The final score makes it look as if MIT had an easy time. They didn't; twelve bouts proceeded to be decided by a single point. Of these twelve close matches MIT won nine.

Frank Carroll '68, winning all three of his bouts, led the saber team to a 6-3 victory. Curt Marvin '68 and Leonard Zucker '67 were undefeated as the foil team won 7-2. George Comfort '67 was 5-1 for the meet. Tom Loberg secured the only two points in foil for Trinity.

The Tech spee team just edged Trinity 5-4. Tom Luber '68 contributed two victories as he went undefeated in the meet.

Boulware, McCormack win

When it comes to turning on the steam, The no-nonsense car-from Chevrolet. Smooth, and confident. Chevelle Malibu. It provides plenty of zip when you need it.

Fresh sports
Cagers rip Bates, 78-65

The engineers used their pattern offense effectively and scored many of their points on driving layups. Bates controlled the boards however, enabling them to keep pace, and the halftime score was MIT 35, Bates 34.

As the second half opened, Tech scored 18 quick points, and from then on the final outcome was never in doubt. The second team replaced the starters with about 5 minutes left to play. John Vlott paced the engineers scoring 19 points. Bruce Wheeler followed with 15, while Steve Chamberlain and Nick Hambuch each tallied 11. Bob Wagner saw limited action due to a hand injury, but still managed to pop in 9 points.

Now Hampshire will be the next opponent of the fresh quintet. The game will be played as a preliminary to the varsity game tonight. Starting time for the bouts is 6:15, while the varsity contest is scheduled for 8:15.

Basketmen win opener

In the initial match of the season, the squash team blanketed Wesleyan, 5-0. Captain Bob McKi

Tech freshmen greeted the New Year with ferociousness as all four of the competing teams bumbled their opponents.

The hackers grabbed an early lead in their game with Bates, Saturday, and were never overcome. Bates was hard pressed in the first half due to the aggressive ball handling of guards Bruce Wheeler and Steve Chamberlain.
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